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The expressiveness of branching time tense (temporal) logics whose eventually 
operators are relativised to general paths into the future is investigated. These logics 
are interpreted in models obtained by generalising the usual notion of transition 
system to allow infinite transitions. It is shown that the presence of formulae 
expressing the future perfect enables one to prove that the expressiveness of the 
logic can be charaeterised by a notion of bisimulation on the generalised transition 
systems. The future perfect is obtained by adding a past tense operator to the 
language. Finally the power of various tense languages from the literature are 
investigated in this framework. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many varieties of tense (temporal) logics have been suggested for 
describing properties of programs (Gabbay, Pnueli, Shelah, and Stavi, 
1980; Clarke, Emerson, and Sistla, 1983; Emerson and Halpern, 1983; Ben- 
Ari, Manna, and Pnueli, 1981; Pnueli, 1979; Manna and Pnueli, 1983; 
Harel, Kozen, and Parikh, 1982; Abrahamson, 1979). This proliferation 
suggests that there is no simple criterion for judging the adequacy of such 
languages. They should be able to describe all properties which are com- 
monly agreed to be of interest. However this class of properties i difficult 
to delineate and the most that one can hope for is to prove that language A
is more expressive than language B in the sense that there is an interesting 
property expressible in A which is not expressible in B. There are of course 
other criteria for comparing these logics, such as the simplicity of their 
related proof systems. This paper will examine only their descriptive 
powers, i.e., their expressiveness. 
One interesting question posed of such logics is whether they are ade- 
quate for expressing the various formulations of fairness (Gabbay et al., 
1980; Lamport, 1980; Emerson and Halpern, 1983). Since this inevitably 
involves consideration of infinite sequences the models for these languages 
should state which infinite sequences are admissible. Most often these 
models are some form of transition system together with some criteria for 
admissible infinite sequences through the transition system. This is the 
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approach taken, for example, in (Queille and Sifakis, 1983; Lehmann, 
Pnueli, and Stavi, 1981; Milner, 1982). However much of the discussion is 
independent of the actual set of infinite sequences allowed. In Section 2 we 
introduce a generalisation of transition systems, called general transition 
systems, which are a natural generalisation of these models. They consist of 
a set of programs (or program points), or processes, and any collection of 
computations through these points satisfying simple criteria. We will use 
these as models throughout the paper. 
In Section 3 we pose the problem of finding a tense logic which is ade- 
quate for expressing properties of general transition systems. We offer a 
natural candidate L r which is a generalisation of the logic HML of (Hen- 
nessy and Milner, 1980; Brookes and Rounds, 1983; Hennessy and Milner, 
1985). Lr  is also a relativized branching time tense logic in the sense that 
the eventually operators are relativized to particular general paths into the 
future: instead of having an operator ( ) meaning in some future it will be 
the case that ... we have an operator (u)  meaning in some u-future it will 
be the case that .... We show that Lr is not sufficiently expressive. We do 
this by example; by exhibiting two general transition systems which 
intuitively have different computational behaviour but which cannot be dis- 
tinguished by the language Lr. One may increase the power of L r by 
adding new operators and thereby enable the language to express the 
intuitive difference between the two transition systems of this example. 
There are two dangers in this approach. By adding more and more 
operators to cope with different examples the language becomes 
increasingly complicated. This criticism might be levelled at CTL* in 
(Emerson and Halpern, 1983). Moreover, by simply adding a new operator 
one cannot be sure that the new language is sufficiently expressive to cap- 
ture all the interesting phenomena of a general transition system. Criteria, 
independent of program logics, are required. 
A simple criterion already exists for transition systems, namely 
bisimulation equivalence. Informally two programs in a transition system 
are bisimulation equivalent if no amount of experimentation will ever dis- 
cover a difference between them. One may experiment on a program using 
the actions or transitions defined in the transition systems. This equivalence 
has been studied for various specific transition systems in (Sifakis, 1982b; 
Park, 1981a; Milner, 1980, 1981). It is of interest o us because it serves as 
a simple characterisation f the expressive power of the language HML; in 
a finite branching transition system two programs enjoy the same proper- 
ties expressible in HML if and only if they are bisimulation equivalent. In 
other words they can be distinguished by HML if and only if they are not 
bisimulation equivalent. We say that HML is expressive complete relative 
to bisimulation equivalence. 
Bisimulation equivalence is not of much interest for general transition 
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systems ince it is formulated in terms of experiments which only use finite 
transitions or computations. However by allowing experiments to consist 
of infinite computations one may define the notion of extended 
bisimulation equivalence on general transition systems. This, we claim, is a 
natural yardstick for the expressiveness of generalisations of HML. In Sec- 
tion 4 we give a very simple extension of LT, J r ,  which is expressive com- 
plete relative to extended bisimulation equivalence. The extra operator 
required is a relativised past tense operator @; the property @A is true of 
a program if it has just executed the action a and immediately previous to 
its execution the property A is true. The expressive power of J r  stems from 
its ability to express the future perfect: it will have been the case that .... 
In the final section we show that J r  is very stable: the addition of a wide 
variety of new operators does not increase its expressiveness. Finally we 
show that a modification of CTL*, called Kr, is as powerful as Jr. The dis- 
advantage of KT is that both its syntax and semantics are quite com- 
plicated since the language allows arbitrary nesting of two kinds of for- 
mulae, one dealing with programs, the other with computation paths. 
2. GENERAL TRANSITION SYSTEMS 
Transition systems have long been recognised as useful for modelling dis- 
crete systems (Keller, 1975; Sifakis, 1982a; Park, 1981a). We use as a basis 
transition systems whose transitions are labelled. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A transition system is a triple (P, A, --, ), where 
(i) P is a set of process names 
(ii) A is a set of action names 
(iii) ~ is a mapping which associates with each aeA a relation 
~_PxP .  
This is essentially the definition used in (Queille and Sifakis, 1983). 
When fairness is considered, transition systems are no longer sufficient 
simply because definitions of fairness appeal to infinite sequences of trans- 
itions. A common expedient is to treat infinite sequences eparately by 
adding to a transition system criteria for their admissibility (Queille and 
Sifakis, 1983; Lehmann, Pnueli, and Stavi, 1981; Milner, 1982). Here we 
propose, as an alternative, xtended transition systems. First, we need some 
notation. 
For any set X let X* be the set of finite sequences and X °~ the set of 
infinite sequences over X, and let X t = X*u  X% For u z X ~ let u(n) be the 
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prefix of length n of u, if it exists and u[n] be the nth element of u, if it 
exists, and let ]u] be the length of u (which may be infinite). 
Relative to a given set P of process names and a set A of action names,, a 
computation is any non-empty finite or infinite sequence of the form: 
oo a~ ~. (1) 
Po ~ Pl, Pl ~ P2,..., Pn ~ Pn + 1-... 
We often abbreviate this to 
a0 al  a2 
Po .... ~ Pl ~" P2 ' " "  (2) 
This computat ion is called a u-computation from Po whenever u E A* and 
u[n] =an for all n. It will sometimes be useful to allow computations of 
length zero from 
C(A, P), the set 
putation (1 then 
Icl 
lnit(c) 
term(c) 
A(n, c) 
P(n, c) 
A(c) 
p which we write as p ~ p. We use c to range over 
of computations relative to P and A. If c is the corn- 
=lu l  
= P0 
=-Pn 
~a n 
=Pn 
=u6A ~ 
if Icl =n  
such that u[n] = a, for all n ~< Icl 
c(n) = c if A(n, c) is not defined and 
ao al an 
PO ) P l  ~" "" ' Pn+l  otherwise. 
Composit ion of computations, cl .  c2, is defined in the obvious way: if c I is 
infinite then c~c2 is cl; if Cl is finite then c~c2 is only defined when 
term(c~) = init(c2) and is then the concatenation of the two computations. 
We are now able to define a general transition system. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
where 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(a) 
(b) 
A general transition system, gts, is a triple (P ,  A, C) ,  
P is a set of process names 
A is a set of action names 
C ~ C(A, P) is a set of computations satisfying 
c1" c2 ~ C whenever defined and cl, c2 s C 
cl, c2~ C whenever c1 • c2e C and cl is finite. 
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Condition (a) which states that C is closed under composition is a very 
intuitive requirement. Condition (b) which states that C is both prefix and 
suffic closed also appears to be natural although it does fail to hold in the 
systems discussed in (Costa and Stifling, 1984). An immediate consequence 
of (b) is the condition: 
(c) c(n) ~ C for every n > 0 whenever c~ C. 
The converse need not hold. When it does we say that a gts (P, A, C)  is 
standard (or limit closed): c~C whenever c(n)eC for every n>0.  
Moreover, we say that a gts (P, A, C)  is finite branching if for every p e P 
and aeA the set S(a, p)= {p' :p ~ap'eC} is finite. 
In contrast o transition systems general transition systems deal with 
infinite computations directly, as part of their definition. When fairness is 
not an issue, infinite computations of transition systems are defined as the 
limits of sequences of finite computations: there is, then, a 1-1 correspon- 
dence between standard gtss and transition systems. Non-standard gtss 
have been used in (Queille and Sifakis, 1983; Lehmann, Pnueli, and Stavi, 
1981), and (Costa and Stirling, 1984; Hennessy, 1983) contain finite 
branching instances. In the sequel we always assume that S(a, p), for any a 
and p, is countable. Labelled directed graphs can be used to represent stan- 
dard gtss. For any such graph g let gts(g) be the gts defined by 
(i) P is the set of nodes 
(ii) A is the labels on the arcs of g 
(iii) C is the set of paths through g. 
It is easy to check that gts(g) is a standard gts. Moreover we have 
LEMMA 2.3. For every standard gts T= ( P, A, C) there exists a graph g 
such that gts(g)= T. 
Proof The required graph g is defined by 
(i) nodes--P 
(ii) arc labels--A 
(iii) p is connected to p' by an arc labelled a if p ~a  p, e C. I 
This representation can be extended to arbitrary gtss. Let g be a labelled 
directed graph and I a set of infinite paths through g satisfying the con- 
dition that for every finite path c through g and finite path c' through g if 
c. e' is defined then c' e 1 iff c. c' e/.  Then gts(g, I) is the gts defined by 
(i) P is the set of nodes 
(ii) A is the set of labels on the arcs of g 
(iii) C is I together with the set of finite paths through g. 
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LEMMA 2.4. For every gts T= (P, A, C) there exists a pair g, I such 
that T = gts( g, I). 
Proof Let g be the graph defined as in the previous lemma. Note that 
p __,a p, e C if and only if p ~a p, appears in some computation i C. Let I 
be the set of infinite paths through the graph g which correspond to the 
infinite computations of C. Because T satisfies (c) and (b) above it is easy 
to check that gts(g, I) coincides with T. | 
We use this representation of gtss throughout he paper when giving 
examples. 
The inadequacy of transition systems when fairness is assumed is 
illustrated by the following example (Park, 1980). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. p=x:= 1; y :=0;  (while x>0 do y := y+l  od LI 
x := 0). A simplified transition system representation f p is 
while x.O do y:=y+l IIx:= 0 
X:=O 
empty 
When fairness is assumed, p always terminates. But the loop labelled by 
y := y + 1 hides this. We need to know when a loop can or cannot give to 
an infinite path through the transition system. The general transition 
system representation f p will include this information. 
3. RELATIVIZED BRANCHING TIME TENSE LOGICS 
There is a variety of program logics for describing program properties. 
Tense (temporal) logics have become especially popular in recent years. 
They view a program essentially as a kind of transition system. Each for- 
mula of the logic expresses a property that the transition system may or 
may not prossess. Many people have worried about the exact form these 
logics should have if they are to capture interesting programming proper- 
ties such as fairness (Gabbay et al., 1980; Lamport, 1980; Emerson and 
Halpern, 1983; Pnueli, 1979; Owicki and Lamport, 1982). Here, we address 
the question of which program logics are suitable for expressing properties 
of general transition systems and when these logics may be said to be suf- 
ficiently expressive. 
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In (Hennessy and Milner, 1980, 1985) a simple logic, HML, was 
introduced for expressing properties of finite branching transition systems. 
HML was further examined in (Brookes and Rounds, 1983; Stirling, 1985). 
The first language we consider is a natural extension of HML to deal with 
general transition systems. When T= (P, A, C)  is a gts L~- is the language 
defined by 
~b ::= Tr [7~bl V{~bi: i e I}  ](u)~b I [u]~b 
where I is a non-empty set of indexes (which may be infinite) and where u 
ranges over non-empty members of A t. Intuitively, the formulas have the 
following meaning: 
Tr means true 
7~b means not ~b 
V{~bi: i e I} means ~b hor ~bi2 or'-" or ~b~, or ' .  ", where I=  {il, i2 ..... i ...... } 
(u >~b means ~b at some point during some u-computation 
[u]~b means ~b at some point during every u-computation. 
Note that the only atomic formula is Tr: the reason being that our interest 
is in expressing properties in terms of the transitions of computation paths. 
These intuitions are formalized by defining a satisfaction relation 
_c p x L'r where P is in T: p ~ ~b is to be understood as process p satisfies 
(the property expressed by) the formula ~b. 
induction on L~.: 
p~Yr  
p~V{Oi : ie I}  
is defined by structural 
for any p e P 
iffnot (p~b)  
iff p ~ ~bj for some j e I 
iff for some u-computation c from p and for some 
n, 0 < n <~ IcJ, P(n, c)~q} 
iff for every u-computation c from p there is an 
n, 0<n~< Ic], such that P(n, c)~b. 
Note that < u > and [u] are not duals of each other. L} extends HML in 
two ways: first, by allowing infinitary and not just finitary disjunction and 
second by allowing u to range over A t and not just A. (For different but 
finitary extensions of HML see Brookes and Rounds, 1983.) Let HMLr ,  
therefore, be the sublanguage of L) ,  where u is restricted to range over A 
only and where disjunction is finitary and let HML~ be the result of 
extending HML r by allowing infinitary disjunction. 
The operators (u )  and l-u] are also based on the two eventuality 
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operators of branching time: in some future it will be the case that and in 
every future it will be the case that (Prior, 1867; Bull, 1970). They are, 
however, relativized eventuality operators, relativized to particular paths 
into the future and when u is finite these paths are also bounded. Except 
when ueA,  (u> and [u] are not duals of each other: 7(u>7 means "in 
every u-future it will always be that" or more precisely, "at every point in 
every u-computation" whereas 7[u] 7 means "in some u-future it will always 
be that" or "at every point in some u-computation." Thus, L} is a 
relativized branching time tense logic (and HMLT and HML~ are 
relativized next logics, branching time logics whose only tense operators 
are the relativized correlates of "at some next moment," and "at every next 
moment"). These logics have virtues which, we hope, come out in sub- 
sequent sections. One point, however, is worth mentioning. It is not clear 
how one can give semantics for the unrelativized eventuality operator "in 
every future it will be that" with respect to general transition systems 
because computations eed not be limit closed--futures cannot be defined 
as maximal computations. 
To see the powers of L)  consider the following example gts. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Ii be the set of infinite paths through this graph 
Pl a P2 b P3 
a a 
P4 a P5 b P6 
. .  
a a 
which almost always pass through Pi. So, for example, a path through the 
graph 
p l  a I p2 a 2 
is in I 1 if and only if there is a k ~> 0 such that for every n t> k, pn is Pl and 
a n is a. Let I be/2 w 14 w 15. Then the above graph, together with I deter- 
mine a gts. With respect o this gts, pl~[a°~](b>Tr unlike P4: all a °~- 
computations from Pl eventually pass through P2 whereas there is an a ~- 
computation from P4 which does not pass through Ps. It is easy to show 
that no formula of HML• distinguishes between Pl and P4- | 
In defining a particular gts such as that in Example 3.1 it is more con- 
venient o specify I in terms of a subset J which generates it by virtue of the 
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closure properties of paths, given in Definition 2.2(iii). In Example 3.1, I is 
completely specified by the three paths 
a a 
P2 ~ P2 ~"" 
a a 
P4  ~ P4  ~ " ' "  
a a 
P5 ' P5 ~"" 
In future examples we will always specify the set of infinite paths in this 
way. 
We now turn our attention to the expressibility of L~-. Ideally, one wants 
L~ to express all the interesting properties of T without, at the same time, 
being overly discriminatory. Formulas of L~. may be used to distinguish 
processes in T. This ability to distinguish can be formalized by associating 
with L~ an equivalence relation on P ~ T: 
P "~LT' P' if V~ELT,' p~q~iffp'~ob. 
Thus, p ~ L~ P' holds just in case p and p' are indistinguishable by any for- 
mulak of L'r. In Example 3.1, Pz ~L'~P5 and P3 ~L~P6 but not 
(Pl "~ L~ P4). Our logic will be too discriminatory if there is a gts T and two 
processes in T which enjoy the same interesting properties but are dis- 
tinguishable by L~. On the other hand, it will not be rich enough if there is 
a T and two processes which differ in their interesting properties but are 
indistinguishable by L~. Before taking on these issues we examine a more 
tractable xpressiveness question. 
We may wonder if L~ contains redundant constructions: in other words, 
is there a subset Mr of L~., for any gts T, such that p ~ MT P' iff p "~ L~ P'? 
MT would then express all the properties expressed by L~-. Let LT, for any 
T, be the sublanguage of L~-without he operator (u) .  
LEMMA 3.2. p "~ LT  p' iff p ~ LT P' for any T. 
Proof. (~)  Clearly holds because Lr~_L ~. 
(~)  Suppose not (p ~ L~ P'). The only interesting case is when p~ (u)~b 
and not (p '~ (u)~b). 
We show not (p ~LTP') by analysis of u: 
(i) u=a and a~A. Then p~(u)q)  i f fp=~[u]  ~b. 
(ii) u=ao. . 'an  (u is finite). Then p~(u)~b i f fp~(ao)(~b A (a 1) ... 
(a . )T r )  v (ao)(al ) (~b A (a2)" "  (an)Tr)  v -.. v (ao)  "'" (an)~b. Each 
(a j )  is eliminable by i. 
643/67/i-3-3 
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(iii) u=aoal  ...then p~(u)~)  iff p~(ao)" ' "  (an)(q~/x ] [a ,+l  ""7 
] Tr) for some n. 
This interesting result shows that the weaker relativized eventually 
operator, "in some u-future it will be that" is redundant in the presence of 
the stronger, "in every u-future it will be that." The converse does not hold. 
Let Mr  be the sublanguage of Lr  without the operator [u], then it is 
straightforward to show that Pl and P4 of Example 3.1 are 
indistinguishable by Mr: that is, Pl ~ Mr P4 whereas not (Pl ~ c~ P4)- We 
let (a )  abbreviate -][a]] and False abbreviate -]Tr in LT. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) I f  T is standard then p ~ LT P' iff p ~ HML~ p'. 
(b) I f  T is standard and finite branching then P~LTP '  iff 
p~HMLrp ' .  
This result, which follows immediately from the results of the next sec- 
tion, shows that if T is standard then infinitary computations can be dis- 
tinguished without using the operator [u] for u ~ A °. This is not suprising 
given the limit closedness condition; if two processes differ on their infinite 
computations then they differ on their finite computations. It suffices, 
therefore, to have the operator [u], u is finite. But by reasoning similar to 
(ii) of the proof of Lemma 3.2, [u] is definable in terms of [a], a e A. If in 
addition T is finite branching then we need only finitely disjunction. It is 
straightforward to show that each of the operators, ], V, [a] (or instead 
(a) ) ,  a eA,  in these sublanguages are necessary: by omitting any one of 
them, expressive power is lost. Examples for the language HMLT can be 
found in Hennessy and Milner (1985). 
We return now to the more diffiult expressiveness i ues. Evidence that 
L r is not too disciminating can be given by showing that if we remove dis- 
tinguishing powers from Lr then processes which appear to enjoy different 
interesting properties become indistinguishable. As remarked, Example 3.1 
brought out the need for the infinitary operator l-u], u ~ A% A much sim- 
pler example is the following: 
EXAMPLE 3.4. I is generated by the path: Pl- 'aP2--*aPt--* . . . .  
a 
Pl "~---~-~"~° P2 a 
a 
P3 ~ °  P4 
a 
Clearly, Pl and P3 do not differ in their finite computations. However, 
P3~ [ -ao)] False unlike Pl. | 
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The following example taken from Milner (1983) shows the need for 
infinitary disjunction. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. 
P ao?  
• o•  o 
Pio Pi l  Pii-1 
p,  
i=q~. Pl P2 Pn 
Vn:t<_n<W 
Vi_>l a :i= a. except  when i=j. 
i ] 
et 
• Vm:l<m<_OJ 
• oo  o , ,o ,  
P1 P2 Pm 
The important distinction here is that unlike p, p' ~a Po~. When the action 
ai represents y : = i then Po~ is a transition system representation of random 
assignment, y := ? (Park, 1980). P represents a program with a finite 
branching structure whereas p' is infinite branching, which could arise, for 
instance, from Example 2.5. However, if LT is restricted to finitary dis- 
junction then p and p' are indistinguishable. But there is an a-computation 
from p' to Po~ which differs from every a-computation from p: p ~a Pn for 
n < co and each such Pn fails some a m computation (just take m to be n). 
The two processes p and p' are distinguishable using infinitary disjunction: 
p=[a](V{[ai]TT:l<<.i<co}) unlike p'. 
This example also shows the need for the negation operator. | 
The following example shows that Lr even though it contains infinitary 
disjunction is not rich enough to express all interesting properties. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. I i s  generated by {p2" -~ap2" -*  . . . .  ; q2__+aq2__~ . . . .  ; 
P2 "--rap3 --'~a p2 ~ . . . .  }. 
a 92 ..~---.~ p 
a 
qlo~ 
a q2 a "% 
a 
Let T be the gts described in Example 3.6. Then 
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LEMMA 3.7. p~ ~Lrqgfor i= 1, 2, and 3. 
Proof Clearly, Pl ~L~q~. The equivalences of the other pair are 
proved simultaneously by structural induction on ~b. There is only one 
interesting case: ~b = [u]O, where u is a prefix of a °~, 
(a) Suppose Pz~[U]O 
(i) if u=a then because P2 --+~ Pi i=  1, 2 and 3, Pi~O. Hence by 
inductive hypothesis qe~t) i = 1, 2 and 3. Therefore q2~ [u]~9. 
(ii) u=a", n>~2, then P2~O, at least, because 
P2 ___~a P2 ~ . . . .  e C. Consider any computation of at least length 2 from 
q2: Such a computation must have the form q2--,aq2~ . . . .  or 
q2 ~a q3 ~a q2 ~ . . . .  i.e. q2 must always appear after its initial occurrence. 
By inductive hypothesis q2 ~ 0" Hence q2 ~ [-U']~t. 
(b) Suppose q2~ [u]O. The argument is similar to (a). 
(c) Suppose p3~[u]O.  Then P2~O because p3--~ap2~ap2--*a 
" e C. By induction hypothesis q2~O- But any computation from q3 
passes through q2- Hence q3~ [u]0. 
(d) Suppose q3~[-u]O- The argument is similar to (c). | 
The language Lr,  therefore, does not distinguish between P2 and q2. 
However they do appear to have different interesting properties: all a o- 
computations from q2 pass through q2 almost always whereas all a °~- 
computations from P2 only pass through P2 infinitely often and at P2 and 
q2 (unlike P3 and q3) there is the possibility of termination by moving to Pl 
and ql. This difference is bound up with distinctions between weak-fair and 
strong-fair computations (Lehmann, Pnueli, and Stavi, 1981; Park, 1981b). 
If we want a logical language to express such subtle distinctions then LT 
needs to be extended. Analogous expressibility problems exist for 
branching time future tense logics with unrelativized eventually operators: 
see, for instance, Lamport (1980) and, in particular, Emerson and Halpern 
(1983) which offers extensions which are more expressive. Such problems 
are not overcome by simply adding infinitary disjunction. 
Finding a suitable extension of LT which distinguishes P2 from q2 of 
Example 3.6, will not guarantee sufficient expressibility. There is always the 
danger that a new example will be found showing it is still not expressive 
enough (or it is overly expressive). Indeed, in Section 5 we offer an exten- 
sion of LT which distinguishes the processes of Example 3.6 but which is 
still not expressive nough. The main problem is, of course, that we want a 
logic which precisely captures the interesting properties of a gts. But we do 
not have a formal criterion for what an interesting property is: nor is it 
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clear that we could ever have one, given the open-ended nature of what 
counts as interesting. 
The way out of this impasse is to Offer relative expressibility results. We 
need a yardstick, independent of the logic, for measuring expressibility. 
This independent criterion should be justifiable. For example, there is 
Kamp's result that linear time sentential tense logic with the two dyadic 
operators, "since" and "until" is completely expressive with respect o com- 
plete first-order linear orders (Kamp, 1968). (This is not the last word; see 
Kamp, 1971; Wolper, 1981, for instance.) In the next section we offer 
expressive completeness results relative to a more programming-oriented 
criterion, a criterion which arose independently of considerations of 
program logics. 
4. BISIMULATIONS AND RELATIVE EXPRESSIBILITY 
Let T= (P, A,- - . )  be a transition system. A bisimulation on T is a 
relation R ___ P x P satisfying: if ( p, p' ) e R then for every a e A, 
(i) if p ~a  Pl then p' --,a p] for some p] such that (p~, P'I) e R 
(ii) if p' __,a P'I then p --*~ Pl for some Pl such that (p l ,  p'~ ) ~ R. 
(1) 
This requirement on R appears circular. However it is not a definition but 
rather a property that a relation may or may not have. If it does then the 
relation is a bisimulation. These give rise to a natural equivalence on P 
in T: 
P ~ r P' if there exists a bisimulation R such that (p, p ' )  ~ R. 
It is straightforward to check that ~ r is indeed an equivalence and that it 
is also the maximal bisimulation (under inclusion). 
If p "~r P' then their computational potentials are very similar. In fact 
the definition of ~ r is one attempt at formalising the idea that processes 
are equivalent if no amount of experimentation will ever discover a dif- 
ference between them. In a transition system one experiments on a process 
by asking it to perform particular actions. The relations ~a formalise the 
effect that this has on processes. Our formulation of this idea (and 
variations thereof) have been investigated for particular transition systems 
in (Park, 1981; Milner, 1980, 1982), for example. In Sifakis (1982) it is dis- 
cussed with respect o transition systems in general. A somewhat different 
formulation has been used in Moore (1956) and applied to finite automata. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the transition system given by: 
b b b 
a 1 a 3 
Then the relation {(P l ,  ql) ,  (P2, q2), (P2, q3)} is a bisimulation. To 
prove this one merely checks that it satisfies the requirement (1) above. 
Consequently, Pl ~Tq l ,  P2 ~rq2 ,  and P2 "~rq3. | 
In general it is straightforward to show that p ,-- v q; one merely exhibits 
a bisimulation which contains the pair ( p, q). Of course it may be difficult 
to find one, but having found a candidate one can easily check it. On the 
other hand to show p 4, r q may be more difficult since one has to show 
that (p, q) is not in any bisimulation. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the transition system given by: 
b c 
Then Pl~rql .  This can be proved by contradiction. Suppose 
(P l ,  q l )~R for some bisimulation R. Then since R satisfies the property 
(1) either (P2, q2)~R or (P2, q3)eR.  However neither is possible. For 
example, if ( P2, q2) e R then there must be some q' such that 
(i) q2 ~Cq, and 
(ii) (p~,q')eR. 
However, no such q' can exist for the simple reason that q2 cannot perform 
the action c. | 
In this example Pl is intuitively different from ql because ql can fail the 
experiment "perform a then perform c" whereas pl cannot. 
The equivalence ~T is a natural yardstick for measuring the 
expressibility of program logics. If A is a family of (general) transition 
systems then we say that a program logic M r is expressive complete with 
respect to A and with respect to an equivalence ET on processes in T 
whenever 
VTeA, Vp, p'ePin T, pETp' iffp ~MTP" 
The import of this stipulation is that the distinguishing powers of M r coin- 
cide with ET. The notion of expressive complete is different from the more 
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standard logical "just as expressive as" as used in (Emenson and Halpern, 
1983; Kamp, 1968; Gabbay et al., 1980). We examine the difference in the 
Appendix. The following theorem, a generalization of Hennessy and Milner 
(1980), is an expressive completeness result relative to transition systems. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) For any transition system T, P ~ 7- P' iff 
P ~ HML~ P" 
(b) For any finite braneing transition system T, p ~ T P' iff 
P ~ nMLT P" 
Proof (a) Suppose p ,,, rP '  and p~b where ~beHMLT. A simple induc- 
tion on the structure of ~b establishes p'~b.  For the other half we show 
that ,--HML7 is a bisimulation on T. Suppose not. Then p ,-~ HML~ P' and 
w.l.o.g, p~ap l  for some a and p~ s.t. Vp~, if p '~"p '~ then not 
(Pl ~ HML7 P')" 
Let S(a, p' )= {ql,.-., G,---}. (Recall S(a, p ' )= {p'~:p' ~ p'~} is assumed 
to be countable.) Let IS(a, p')[ be cardiality of S(a, p'). If IS(a, P')I =0 
then p '~ [a] False unlike p. 
But this contradicts p ~nML7 P" Otherwise there exists formulas 
{(~e:l<~i<<.[S(a, p')[} s.t. q i~b~ and not(plUmb1). Hence p' = 
[-a]{V~bi:l <<. i <,G IS(a, p')[} unlike p. This again contradicts 
hypothesis p ~ HML7 P'- 
(b) The proof is very similar except hat in the second half the set 
S(a, p') must be finite and hence, finitely disjunction suffices. | 
As previously noted, standard general transition system are essentially 
transition systems. Consequently, Theorem4.1 also states that HML~ 
(HMLT) is expressive complete relative to standard (finite branching) gtss 
and ,-~ T" Moreover, LT is also expressive complete: this is in fact a 
rewording of Lemma 3.3 which follows immediately from the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  T is a standard gts then p ~ T P' implies p ~ LT P'" 
Proof Suppose p "~TP' and p~b for some ~bELr. We show by induc- 
tion on ~b that p '~b.  There is only one non-trivial case: 
~b is [u]~ and u is infinite aoal"" ". 
Suppose p' ~ ]~b. Then there is a u-computation from p', p' --* a0 P'I ~ al ..., 
such that p ;~]O for all i>~l. But, by hypothesis P~rP ' .  Hence 
3Po,..., Pi,.-- s.t. pi ~a,p~+l and Po=P and Pi ~TP;  for i~> 1. By induc- 
tion hypothesis pi~O iff p ;~O for i~> 1. By the standardness condition 
p ~a0 Pl __,ai ... is a u-computation from p. But then not (p~ [u]O). | 
We now develop a natural extension of ~r  for general transition 
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systems. Let T= (P, A, C)  be a gts. A relation R ~ P x P is an extended 
bisimulation on T if it satisfies: if (p ,p ' )eR  then for every u-com- 
putation c 
(i) if c starts from p then there is a u-computation c' from p' s.t. for 
all n >0, (P(n, c), P(n, c')) eR. 
(ii) if c starts from p' then there is a u-computation c' from p s.t. for 
all n>0,  (P(n, c'), P(n, c ) )eR .  
As with bisimulations, extended bisimulations give rise to a natural 
equivalence on processes in T: 
"~ p' if there is an extended bisimulation R on T s.t. ( p, p' ) ~ R. P~r  
It is easy to show that ~ r is an equivalence relation and enjoys many of 
the properties of ~r :  for instance, ~r i s  the maximal extended 
bisimulation on T. Moreover, it is the natural counterpart of the relation 
"partial extended bisimulation" defined in Hennessy (1984). It is also a very 
natural extension of ~ r: ~ r becomes ~ r when computations are restric- 
ted to be of length one. Furthermore, the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  T is a standard gts then P ~ r P' iff p ~ r P'. 
Proof Clearly right to left holds. The difficult case is to show 
that "~r--- ~r .  Let c be a u-computation from p: p __.a0 Pl ~a~... __+aN 
__,ao+~... We must show that there is a u-comput~ition from p', Pn+l 
p, ~a0p~ _.-1... ~°  p ,+l  __,a,+~... such that Pi ~ rP ;  for all i, 1 ~<i~< lul. 
Because p ~TP '  it follows that for every n>~l, if lul>~n there exist 
p],..., p', such that p' ~ ~0 P'I ~a~ "'" ~a, ~ p, and p~ ~ r P~. If u is finite the 
result is proved. Otherwise the result follows from the standardness con- 
dition. | 
This lemma gives us further expressibility results: L r  and HML~ are 
expressive complete relative to standard gtss and ~r .  However, the 
interesting issue is to find a logic which is complete relative to ~r  and 
arbitrary gtss. L r is not such a logic. Example 3.6 which we reproduce here 
is the counterexample. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. I is generated by {pz--~p2-- .  . . .  ; q2~q2-~ . . . .  ; 
Pl a P 2 ~  P3 
a 
a 
a 
ql a q 2 ~ q  3 
• - 
O 
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p2~P3 ap2  ~ . . . .  }. Recall that by Lemma3.7 P2 ~r~q2. On the 
other hand, not (P2 ~ v q2) because of the following a°'-computation from 
P2:  
a a a a a 
P2 ~ P3 ~ P2 ~ P3 ~ P2 ~ P3"" ". 
This cannot be matched by an a%computation from q2- All a o- 
computations from q2 almost always contain q2; they are of the form 
a a a a 
q2 ) " "  ~ q2  ~ q2  ~ " '  
Thus, P2 ~ r q2 would hold just in case P3 ~ r q2 which clearly fails. 
In the previous ection we remarked that similar expressiveness problems 
occur for standard branching time future tense logic. We cited Emerson 
and Halpern (1983), where a more expressive logic is offered. Rather than 
extend L r  in the way these authors would suggest--an extension which not 
only complicates the semantics but also the syntax--we offer an alternative 
which is more in keeping with standard branching time tense logics. We 
take up the issue of alternative xtensions in the next section. 
We extend LT by adding a relativized past tense operator @, a e A, with 
intended meaning: it was the case at the last moment, just before a, that. 
(Thus, it is a past analogue of a relativized next operator.) The addition of 
this operator allows us to express a relativized future perfect ense; in every 
u4uture it will have been the case just before s, where s is a non-empty 
member of A*. (E.g., if s = a0,..., a~ then [u] @ "." @ expresses this tense.) 
Consider again Example 3.6 and let ~b be the Lr  formula (a ) [a ]  False: ~b is 
true only of P2 and q2. The process q2 satisfies: in every a%future it will be 
that (~b and at the last moment, just before a, ~b). The a~-computation 
P2 __~a P3  __+a P2  ~ . . . .  shows  that P2 does not satisfy this formula. Where 
T= (P, A, C)  is a gts then Jr is the language: 
~b ::= Tr 17~1 v {@,: i e I}  Iru]~l @~ 
where u is a non-empty member of A t and a e A. The presence of @ in Jr 
complicates its semantics. The satisfaction relation~is defined between 
finite computations in C and Jr. Let d range over finite computations in T. 
Recall that term(d) is the final process of d and that c(n) is the prefix of 
length n + 1 (or c if its length is less than n + 1). ~ is defined by structural 
induction: 
d~Tr  for every d 
d~ 7~b iffnot (d~b) 
d~V{q~i : ie I}  i f fd~Oj fo rsomeje I  
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d~ [u]~b iff for every u-computation c from term(d) there 
exists n ~> 0 such that d" c(n)~(~ 
d~ @q~ iffdis d"p  ~, p' and d '~b.  
J r  induces an equivalence relation on finite computations in T: 
d' i f fVO~J r .d~o i f fd '~q~.  d Jr 
Our concern is expressive completeness relative to "~r which is an 
equivalence on processes and not computations in T. Clearly, however a 
process p may be said to satisfy a J r  formula just in case the empty com- 
putation p --+~ p satisfies it. Thus, we extend ~ j~ to processes in T: 
P~J~P '  iff p ~P  s~ ,,~ p' ~ p,. 
It is easy to check that q2~ [a~](~ b A @ ~b) unlike P2 in Example 3.6 where 
~b is (a}[a]Fa lse.  
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the following 
theorem that J r  is expressive complete. 
THEOREM 4.4. I f  T is a gts then p ~ JT P! iff p ~ T Pt 
We define a further bisimulation between finite computations on T. 
Recall that if d=po ~,Op~ ~a~.. .  ~a~Pn+~ then A(d) is ao ' "an  and 
term(d) = Pn + 1 and d(m) is d if m > n and otherwise 
Po ~ao p~ ~<. . .  ~ Pro+l: we also use the convention that d ( -1 )  is the 
empty computation P0 --'~ Po and that term(p0 ~ P0) is P0- A relation R 
on finite computations in C is called a computation bisimulation (c.b. for 
short) on T if it satisfies: if (d, d ' )~R then A(d)=A(d ' )  and for every u- 
computation c: 
(i) if c is from term(d(n-1)) ,  n>0,  then there exists a u- 
computation c' from term(d'(n - 1)) s.t. ( (d(n - 1). c)(m), 
(d'(n - 1 ). c')(m) ) ~ R Vm >>- O. 
(ii) if c is from term(d'(n-1)) ,  n>0,  then there exists a u- 
computation c' from term(d(n-  1)) s.t. ( (d (n -  1). c')(m), 
(d'(n - 1)" c ) (m) )  ~ R Vm >~ O. 
We let d=--rd ' just in case there is a c.b. R on T such that (d ,d ' )~R.  
Note that if d = Td' then d(n) =- r d'(n) for any n and hence the length of d 
is equal to the length of d'. 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  T is a gts then p ~ T p' iff p ~ ~ p -- T p' ~ ' p '. 
Proof  (~)  It suffices to show that R= {(d, d') :  A(d)=A(d ' ) /x  for all 
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n P(n,d) g rP (n ,d ' )}  is a c.b. Let (d ,d ' )eR  with init(d)=q and 
init(d') = q'. W.l.o.g. suppose c is a u-computation from d(n-  1) for some n. 
Then there exists a u-computation c' from d ' (n -  1) such that 
P(m,d(n -1) .e )  ~rP(m,d ' (n -1 ) ' c ' )  for all m. 
Hence, ( (d(n - 1). c)(k), (d'(n - 1)" c')(k) ) ~ R for every n, k. 
(,--) It suffices to show that R= {(q 'q ' ) :  for some d, d' s.t. d =- rd' and 
q = term(d), q' = term(d')} is an extended bisimulation. Let (q, q') e R, 
where q=term(d), q'=term(d')  and d- - rdd ' .  Let c be a u-computation 
from q. Then because d-  r d', there exists a u-computation c' from q' 
such that (d. c)(m) =- r (d" c')(m) for every m i> 0. We show that for every 
n >~ O, (P(c, n), P(c', n) )  e R. If ]d[ = k then P(c, n) = term((d" c)(n + k)), 
P(c', n) = term((d" c')(n + k)) and (d. c)(n + k) -= T (d'" c')(n + k). | 
Theorem 4.4 follows directly from the previous lemma and the following 
expressive completeness result. 
THEOREM 4.6. I f  T is a gts then d = v d' iff d ~ Jr d'. 
Proof Suppose d -= T d' and d~ q~, 0 ~ Jv. We show d' ~ ~b by induction 
on ~b. There are two non-trivial cases: 
(i) ~b is @~p. Result follows because A(d)=A(d ' )  and clearly, 
d(n - 1 ) -= r d'(n - 1 ) for all n. 
(ii) ~b is [u]0. Then for all u-computations c from term(d) there 
exists n s.t.d, c(n)~O. Suppose there is a u-computation c' from term(d') 
s.t. for all nd' .  c'(n)~-]O. Then by induction hypothesis and from d =- rd' 
there is a corresponding u-computation from term(d) which contradicts 
hypothesis. 
For the other direction we show that ~ Jr is a c.b. on T. Suppose not. 
Then for some d, d', d' --~ Jr d'. W.l.o.g. either 
(i) A(d)¢A(d ' )  or 
(ii) for some n there is a u-computation c from term(d(n-1))  such 
that for every u-computation c' from term(d'(n- 1)) there exists m s.t. not 
( (d (n -  1). c)(m) ~Jr (d ' (n -  1)- c)(m)). 
Suppose (i): let A(d)= ao" 'a  n and A(d')= bo"" bin. Then either 
d~ @""  @ Tr and d' does not 
or  
d'~ @""  @ Tr and d does not. 
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Suppose (ii): let c be the u-computation from term(d(n-1)).  Let A be 
the set of u-computations from term(d'(n - 1)). Then A = {ci: A(c i) = u and 
init(c i) = term(d'(n-  1)) and i~ I}, for some index set. Then for all i there 
is an mi -  1 s.t. 
not((d'(n - 1)' d) (m~-  1) ~JT (d(n - 1)- c)(mi-  1)). 
Hence there exist distinguishing formulas ~bi for each i E I s.t. 
(d ' (n -1 ) 'd ) (mi -1 )~q)~ and (d (n -1) ' c ) (mf -1 )  ~ 0~. 
Two cases arise: 
(a) if for some i, m~<~n. Let m denote such a m~. Then d ' (m-  1)~bi 
and not (d(m - 1)~bi). Let A(d') = A(d'(m-- 1)). a0 ' "  a, for some n t> -1. 
If n=-1  then d'~b~ unlike d which contradicts hypothesis. Otherwise 
d '~ @ "" @ ~b~ again unlike d. 
(b) for every i, mi>n, let c~ be the formula - ] (V{@Tr:a~A}).  
(Note ~ is only true of empty computations.) Let ~ be the formula 
©... 
where ao. . .an=A((d ' (n -1) .c i ) (m~ - 1)); n must be >~0. And let ~ be 
V{O~: i6I}.  Let A(d ' )=A(d ' (n -  1) ) 'bo"bn  for some n>~ -1. If n= -1  
then d'~[u]O unlike d which contradicts hypothesis. Otherwise 
d '~@'"  @[u]~9, unliked. | 
5. MORE PROGRAM LOGICS 
In this section we offer some more program logics including an alter- 
native logic based on Emerson and Halpern (1983) which is expressive 
complete with respect to ~ r" Let us backtrack and reconsider the 
argument of Section 3. We there proposed a logic L} which is equivalent in 
expressive power to LT. Recall that if T= (P,A,  C)  then L r is the 
language: 
~b ::= Tr 13@1V{q~,: ieI}[ [u]~b 
where u is a non-empty member of A t and [u]~b has the meaning: in every 
u-future it will be that. We then offered an example--the infamous 
3.6--which we claimed shows that L r is not expressive nough. It does not 
distinguish processes which have different interesting properties. In Sec- 
tion 4 we gave a language JT which extends LT by the addition of a 
backward (a relativized past-tense) operator and showed that it makes the 
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required distinctions. But there is also an alternative xtension to L r  with 
this feature. 
Let Mr  be Lr  extended by the two operators (~)  and [~]  whenever 
u eA% These have the intended meaning: in some u-future (in every u- 
future) it will infinitely often be that. More formally, 
p~ ( ~ )qt iff ~ u-computation c from p such that Vm ~> 0, 3n > m, P(n, c )~O 
p ~ [ ~ ] ~b iff V u-computations c from p V m >i O, 3 n > m, P(n, c) ~ ~. 
The duals of these operators 7 (~)q  and -][~]-] have the meaning: In 
every u-future (in some u-future) it will almost always be that. For 
instance, 
~P = 7( ~ )q~b iff Vu-computations from p 3m ~> O, Vn > m, P(n, c)~(~. 
Recall Example 3.6. It is straightforward to check that 
q2~7(~) - ] (a ) [a ]Fa lse  unlike P2- This example can therefore be 
handled just by adding (~)  to Lr. But we now show that, despite this, 
Mr  is not expressive complete relative to ~ r. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. I is generated by {P2 --*" P2 -+  . . . .  ; q2 ~"  q2 ~ . . . .  ; 
P3 ~a P3 --* . . . .  ; q3 ~a q3 ~ . . . .  ; P2 __.a P3 ._.a P2 ~ . . . .  }" 
a P2~ p 
P l "~aa~~ a 
a q2 ~q3 
• " 
ql a 
o ! a 
Here, every a°~-computation from qa either almost always passes through 
q2 or almost always passes through q3. This is not true of P2 because of the 
computation P2 ~a 1)3 --* . . . .  . Mr,  however, does not distinguish them. 
LEMMA 5.2. Pi "~ MT qi, i = 1, 2, and 3. 
Proof  Clearly Pl ~ Mr ql" The other pair we prove simultaneously by 
structural induction on ~b. The only interesting cases are ~b = [u]~, (~)4 ,  
[~]~.  The case ~b = [u]0  is given in Lemma 3.7: 
(i) ~b=(~) f f  and u=a% Suppose p2~b,  then either p2~0 or 
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Suppose P2~ then by induction hypothesis q2~O. And because 
q2 --'a,q2 --+ . . . .  , q2 ~ ~. 
Suppose P3D~ then q3~.  And because q2--+aq3--+aq3--+ . . . .  , 
q2~q}. The other cases are similar. 
(ii) q~=[~]~ and u=a% Suppose p2D~b then p2D~b and P3>~. 
The result follows straightforwardly. 
similar argument for the rest of the cases. | 
However, not(p 2 ~Tq2 ). This is because of the a~-computation 
P2 _.+.a P3 _..+a P2 _+a P3 ___~a which cannot be matched by an a °'- 
computation from q2 unless P2 ~ J q3 or q2 ~T P3; clearly, neither hold. J r  
distinguishes between P2 and q2 in the following way: 
q2~ [a~]((¢ A @ ~) V (-]~b/x @-]~b)) unlike P2 
where ~b is (a) [a]Fa lse.  
We now show, somewhat indirectly, that Mr  is strictly less expressive 
than J r  in the sense that if Mr  distinguishes processes then so does Jr .  We 
do this by showing that if we add the operators < ~)  and [ ~ ] to J r  then 
the new language is no more expressive than Jr .  Let J} be J r  plus the two 
infinitely often operators. The semantic clauses of J r  are extended as 
follows: 
co  
d~(u>(b  
d#[~]~ 
iff for some u-computation c from term(d) 
gm>lO, 3n>m, d'c(n)D 0 
iff for every u-computation c from term(d) 
gm >~O, 3n > m, d" c(n)~O. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  T is a gts then p ,~ T P' implies p ,~ j~ p'. 
Proof. It suffices to extend the first half of Theorem 4.6. We show that 
supposing d -=r d' and d~b,  ~b ~ J~ then d' ~b by induction on ~b. The only 
new cases to consider are the two infinitely often operators: 
(i) ~b is (~>~ u is infinite. Then for some u-computation c from 
term(d) V m <~ O, 3n > m, d" c(n)~t~. Clearly, there is a u-computation c' 
from term(d') s.t. Vm>~0, d.c (m)~ iff d ' .c ' (m)~p by induction 
hypothesis. Hence the result follows. 
(ii) ~b is [~]~,  u is infinite. Then for every u-computation c from 
term(d) Vm >1 O, 3n > m, d" c (n )~.  Clearly, if there is a u-computation c'
from term(d') failing this condition then this contradicts the assumption 
d=rd  '. 1 
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This lemma together with the expressive completeness of JT shows that 
J) is also expressive complete relative to ~ r. (Indeed, we can go further 
and add more operators: 
© meaning it was the case that 
O meaning in some future it will be 
meaning in every infinite future it will be 
meaning in some infinite future it will infinitely often be 
meaning in every infinite future it will infinitely often be without 
increasing expressibility.) 
We now offer an alternative xpressive completeness result based on 
languages in Emerson and Halpern (1983). Consider the operator [u]. 
Semantically, this involves a double quantification: for all u-futures there is 
a future time that. Suppose we redesign our operators to bring out 
explicitly these quantifiers: VuF, where F is the linear time eventually 
operator it will be that. Similarly 7 [u] 7 can be redesigned as 3 uG, where G 
is the linear time future always operator. If we allow ourselves even more 
complex operators uch as VuFG then the resulting language is richer than 
LT. VuFG~b means: in any u-future there will be a point s.t. ~b will always be 
true from then on in that future. If u is infinite V uFG is none other than 
7<~)7 which can be used to distinguish the processes in Example 3.6. If 
we also allow ourselves the linear time next operator then Example 5.1 can 
also be distinguished. This splitting of the implicit double quantification, as 
remarked, we take from Emerson and Halpern (1983), where the authors 
do this for unrelativized tense logics. (Their aim is to marry linear and 
branching time tense logic in the same framework.) These authors 
introduce a family of logics with increasing expressibility containing all the 
standard linear time tense operators. Unfortunately, however, even their 
richest language (when the futures are relativized) is not expressive com- 
plete relative to ~ 7- because they only contain finitary disjunction (and so 
cannot distinguish between programs whose differences are due to random 
assignment as in Example 3.5). And the addition of infinitary disjunction 
means that all the other linear time operators are expressible in terms of 
next. 
The splitting of the double quantification results in a language which has 
a much more complex syntax than Jr and this explains why we propose 
the latter instead. The resulting language has two kinds of formulas, 
process and computation formulas (called state and path formulas in loc 
cit. Where T= (P,A, C), let KT be the language which is defined 
simultaneously as the union of the t~vo languages CKr and PKT, where c~ 
determines CKr and ql PKT: 
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c~ ::= Tr 17~1 r(c~i: ieI} IX~I X~ 
~b ::= Tr 17~1 g{~: ieI} IVuc~. 
Process formulas (members of PKr) are true of processes in T whereas 
computation formulas (members of CKr) are true of computations in T. 
We define a satisfaction relation ~ __q (PxPKr)w (Cx CKr) as follows, 
where d is the ith suffix of c if defined: 
p~Tr  VpeP 
p~ 7~b iffnot (p~b) 
p~V{~bi: ieI} iff p~b j  for some j~ I  
p ~ V uc~ iff V u-computation c from pc ~ c~ 
c~Tr  for all ce C 
c~7e iffnot (c~c~) 
c~V{c~i:ieI } i f fc~; forsomej~I  
c~ Xct i f f c l~  
c~Xo~ iff P(1, c )~.  
Besides X Emerson and Halpern (1983) offer other operators F, G, U 
(until), F, and G on CKr giving their most general anguage. These can, 
however, all be defined using X and infinitary disjunction. F, for instance, is 
definable as 
Fy ~ V{XiT: 1 ~<i< co} where 7 is q~ or 
and where X i + 1 = XX i, i >/1, and X 1 = X. And U as 
ywy'  ~ V{Xiy' A A{XJT:O<j<i}:O<~i<o~} 
where X°y--7 and A{ } = Tr. (The others are straightforward: G~ = 7F7c~, 
oo cO 
Fc~ = GFe, and G~ =F(GXTr /x FGct)). 
PKr can distinguish the processes of Examples 3.6 and 5.1: in Exam- 
ple 3.6 
q2~Va°~F(XO A XX~)) unlike P2 
and in Example 5.1, 
q2~Va~F((XO /x XXO) v (X(~ A xxo)) unlike P2 
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where ~b is 3aXVaXFalse (i.e., (a ) [a ]Fa lse  in LT). This also brings out 
that the readibility of J r  formulas is simpler than KT formulas. 
We show that KT is expressive complete relative to ~ 7-. To do this we 
require ~ T to be also an equivalence on computations. This we do as 
expected: 
c ~TC' i f fA (c )=A(c ' ) /x  Vn~>0, P(n,c) ~rP(n ,c ' ) .  
KT induces two natural equivalences: 
P ~pinuP' i f fV(~ePKr, p~(J 
c ~ CK~ c' iff g ~ E CK r, c ~ ct 
iff p '~b 
iff e '~ .  
We let "~Kr be ~eZ(rW~CKr and let y range over PwC in T. Then the 
expressive completeness of KT is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. I f  T is a gts y ,,~ r Y' iff y ,,~ KT Y'" 
Proof Suppose y "~TY' and Y~7 where y~K T. We show that y '~  
by mutual recursion on CKTvoPKT. The only nontrivial cases: ?=Vu~; 
? = X~b, 7 = Xc~: 
(i) V = Vua. Then y and y' must be processes, take y = p and y' = p'; 
p~Vuc~ iff for all u-computations c from p, e~.  
Suppose not (p'~Vu~). Then there is a u-computation c' from p' such 
that not (c '~) .  By induction hypothesis not (c' gvC)  for all u-com- 
putations e from p. That is, for every such c there is an n such that not 
(P(n, c) ~ TP(n, C')). But then not (p ~ TP') contradicting supposition. 
(ii) 7 = Xq~. Then y and y' are computations; take y = c and y ' - -c ' ,  
e~x~ iff P(l, c )~.  
However c' ~ rc  and so P(1, c')~q~ by induction hypothesis. 
(iii) ? = X~. Then y and y' are computations; take y = c and y ' - -c ' ,  
c~X~ iff CI~.  
But c ~ rc '  hence c 1 ~ rC '1 and so the result follows. 
For the other half we show that ~KT_C ~ T- Suppose not. Two cases 
arise: 
(i) c '~KTC' and not (P (n ,c )~KrP(n ,c ' ) )  for some n. Therefore 
w.l.o.g. P(n, c )~ unlike P(n, c'). But then c~X~ unlike c'. 
643/67/1-3-4 
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(ii) p ~p '  and w.l.o.g, there is a u-computation from p, c, such 
that for every u-computation c' from p' there is an n s.t. not 
(P(n, c) ~ KrP(n, c')). 
Let {c~: iel} be the set of u-computations from p'. If this set is empty 
then p'~Vu False unlike p, which contradicts the hypothesis. Otherwise, 
for each i there is an ni>0 such that not (P(nic;) ~KTP(ni, C)). 
Let ~bi be the distinguishing formulas 1 ~< i. Let c~ be X~'~b~. Then 
p'~Vu v {X~bi: ieI} unlike p. | 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a relativised tense logic JT  and shown that it is 
expressively complete with respect o the independent notion of extended 
bisimulation. There are two main innovations in the language Jr;  in place 
of the usual tense operators, such as [], we have operators, such as [u], 
relativised to computations u of the underlying transition system. In 
addition we have a relativised past tense operator @. (Past tense operators 
have also been used in Koymans, Vytopil, and de Roever (1983) to define 
properties of programs, but they are a standard part of tense logic.) We 
have argued that the addition of this operator allows us to distinguish 
between general transition systems which intuitively have different 
behaviour. Moreover this operator gives the language more expressive 
power than many of the languages uggested in the literature. Theorem 4.4, 
connecting extended bisimulation with the language, gives an independent 
characterisation f its expressive power. 
This independent characterisation is very useful. For example we use it 
to give a very simple proof (in Lemma 5.3) that adding various operators 
to JT does not increase its expressive power. It also allows us to show in a 
very straightforward fashion, in Theorem 5.4, that the language KT, 
derived from CTL* of Emerson and Halpern (1983), is equally expressive 
as JT. 
Extended bisimulation is a natural extension of the notion of 
bisimulation to our models, general transition systems. Other extensions 
have been suggested. For example, Milner has suggested fortifications in 
(Milner, 1982). The language J r  can be modified, making it less powerful, 
so that the resulting language is once more expressively complete with 
respect o fortifications. We have yet to consider the extensions in Hen- 
nessy (1984), which involve convergence predicates in the underlying 
models. 
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APPENDIX 
We show here that the notion of expressive completeness introduced in 
Section 4 is different from the more standard logical "just as expressive as." 
Suppose M~, and M r are two languages defined with respect to a 
gts T= (P, A, C)  and whose satisfaction relations are between processes 
and formulas. Then we can say that Mr is less expressive than M) jus t  in 
case 
V formulas OEMr, 3 formula gteM'rV p (p~MT~biffp~M~ gJ). 
If Mr  is less expressive than M~- and M~, is less expressive than Mr  then 
we can say Mr  is just as expressive as M'r. Clearly, if Mr  is just as 
expressive as M~- and Mr  is expressive complete (in the sense of Sect. 4) 
relative to an equivalence Er  on processes in T then M'r is also expressive 
complete relative to Er. But the converse need not hold as we now show. 
Recall the languages L r  and L )  of Section 3, where L),  unlike Lr, has 
the operator (u) ,  where u is a non-empty member of A% In Lemma 3.2 we 
showed that L r  is expressive complete relative to ,,~ L~, where ~ Cr is the 
equivalence given by 
p ,,, L,rp' iff VOeL'rp~Oiff  p'~¢. 
(In fact because of the presence of infinite disjunction in these languages L r  
is also just as expressive as L}.) 
Let FLr and FL'r be restricted versions of L r  and L}, where only 
finitary disjunction (and, hence, conjunction) is allowed. By a proof which 
is very similar to that of Lemma 3.2, FLT is expressive complete relative to 
~FL}" But FL r is not as expressive as FL'r. To prove this we use the 
following transition system T: 
Pn+l a Pn a a Pl a Po b q 
. . . .  
a a 8 a a a 
Now it is easy to see that 
q ~=FL T (a~) (b)  Tr 
P, ~FL'~ (a°~)(b) Tr 
Moreover we have the following lemma. 
for every n ~> O. 
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LEMMA. For every ~ e FLr if there exists an infinite set K such that 
p~ ~FL~b for all i eK  then q ~FI~Ob. 
It follows immediately from the lemma that FLr is not as expressive as 
FL'T; the formula (a°~)(b)Tr can have no equivalent formula in FLr for 
otherwise an application of the lemma would yield q ~FC~ (a~°)(b) Tr. 
Proof of the lemma. Every formula ~b ~ FL r is equivalent to one con- 
structed by the following definition: 
tp ::= Tr IFalse[ 0 v 0'L [c]0 [(c)01 [u]0[ [u]0, 
where a ranges over A and u over A ~°. 
Here we use [u] to denote the dual of [u], i.e., [u]O denotes 7[u]-]0. The 
proof proceeds by induction on 0 and is straightforward. We examine three 
cases: 
(i) 0 is 01 v 02. Then 3K1, K2 such that KlWK2=K and Pj~0i ,  
Vj ~ K v Since at least one of K1, K 2 must be infinite we may apply induc- 
tion to obtain q~0.  
(ii) 0 is [a°~]O'. Suppose pj~[a~]O ', for every jeK,  K infinite. To 
show q= [a°~]O' it is sufficient o establish that q~O', for which in turn it 
is sufficient o establish that P i~0 '  for every i t  K', for some infinite K'. In 
fact we show Vn, qm > n such that p ,~p ' .  Choose any n. Let k ~ K be such 
that k>n + 1. Since Pk~ [a~']O ' either Pk~O', in which case the required 
m is k, or Pk -~0 ' ,  in which case m is k -  1. 
(iii) 0 is (b)0 ' .  This case is vacuously true since for any 0', 
pi ~ (b )0 '  for almost all i e N. | 
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